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VICTORY FOR ESHKOL

I SRAEL'S sixth general election has brought
few surprises, though it can be counted
something of a personal triumph for Mr.

Levi Eshkol. Despite the vigour of Mr, Ben-
Gurion's campaign, the Alignment of Mapai
and Achdut Avoda has received roughly the
same proportion of votes as Mapai did in 1961,
a result which in itself reflected the fall from
the party's 1959 peak following the disastrous
Lavon affair. The Alignment will inherit
Mapai's assets and liabilities. Its first prob-
lem will be to form a coalition on a platform
which will not unduly strain loyalties inside
the Alignment or among its heterogeneous
partners. This, in itself, will be no simple
matter, with the main clericalist party making
increasingly militant demands, while both
Achdut Avoda and Mapam are in a no less
militant anticlerical mood.

Behind these immediate coalition difficulties
lie the factors which brought about the split
of Mapai itself. This cannot be attributed
simply to Mr. Ben-Gurion's personality or to
one single issue. Mr. Ben-Gurion acted as
catalyst for deep differences inside Israel's
Establishment, and, if stability is to be
restored, these underlying problems will have
to be tackled.

The alignment between Herut and the
Liberals did not bring the results its sponsors
bad hoped for. But in the course of time it

is possible that the Right-Centre alignment
may come to form an effective Parliamentary
opposition in the Governments best interests
as well as their own.

Over the years political uncertainty and
party considerations have delayed the
economic reforms Israel so urgently needs.
The rise in Israel's living standards has, for
some years, been a world record, but it has
been financed by a large and growing balance-
of-payments deficit. Last year this topped
£175 million, or £71 per head. The country's
foreign debt has risen to more than £350
million. Debt and dependence make the
country's economy and security highly vulner-
able to outside pressures. Mr. Eshkol will
have no easy task catching up with the back-
log. His government will be judged to a con-
siderable extent by the firmness with which
it tackles the economic problem.

Beyond Israel's borders every sign of con-
flict and difficulty is closely watched. The
Arabs have learned little and forgotten
nothing. Unless stable government is achieved
in Israel, the bitterness of the divisions miti-
gated, and economic dependence progres-
sively diminished, Arab irredentism is bound
to be encouraged. These considerations should
underly the deeds and words of all parties
during coalition negotiations and the tenure
of the new Knesset.

BORDER VIOLENCE
Any outbreak of fighting on Israel's borders

must concern all who have the region's
stability at heart. The latest flare-up on the
frontier with Jordan is unfortunate on all
counts. And it is a further reminder that the
let-sic eping-dogs-lie principle is no substitute
for realistic solutions to outstanding issues.
The no-man's-land created along patches of
the Israel-Jordan cease-fire line were meant
to be a temporary expedient while tempers
cooled. They have outlived their usefulness
and become a further irritant to Israel-Jordan
relations. Untilled land is an affront to agri-
culturists and a standing temptation to both
sides to win by the plough what the sword
left undivided. One solution is to divide up
the land, mark a new cease-fire line, and
thereby remove temptations. One difficulty
in achieving this is that Jordan is precluded
by her avowed policies from negotiating with
Israel. But this difficulty could be got round,
as it has over other issues. In theory, the U.N.
Truce Supervision Organisation might be best
fitted to bring about an agreed solution, but
Sn practice it is debarred for a number of
reasons. First, its members have all too often
been prejudiced. Secondly, It has shown a
Parkinsonian tendency to try to extend its
own authority and. turn demilitarised zones
and other disputed areas Into territories
controlled by the VJti. The best fitted
to act as honest broker might be a Latin
American country which has good relations
with both Israel and Jordan, and there is
reason to believe that such an initiative would
be welcomed.

VATICAN DECISION
The Vatican Council, whose present session

has )ust concluded, has been of historic
importance. Jews everywhere have followed
its deliberations regarding the Roman Catholic
Church's teachings on the Jewish people with
undisguised interest. Assessments of the
Declaration on non-Christians, including the
Jews, now ratified by Pope Paul, will naturally
r ^ r ? 1 , ? 1 0 ^ ^ observer can miss the
fact that the Catholic Church as a whole has
taken a hard look at its past record and future
attitudes towards the Jews. However, the
Catholic hierarchy will finally be judged by
its future performance on the all-important
Question of implementation* The Vatican
Council's position on the Jewish question is
complicated by the fact that some bishops
from countries which stand most In need of
reform spoke out forcibly against the Jews
and are believed to have been among those
who voted against the resolution. Catholic
antisemttism unfortunately still exists in
several countries, and in many parts of
$** * " > w o r W government antUemitism
is actively supported by seme Catholics. It
remains to be seen how far the spirit of the
Council and its original convener, Pope John,
and the Vatican's influence, will be brought to
bear in these countries. This will be the test

GOOD RESOLUTIONS
The United Nations General Assembly has

now gone on record against racial discrimina-
tion. The real value of the resolution will
depend on the way it is applied. Its present
formulation is bound to militate against effec-
tiveness. The real threit to minorities in most
parts of the world comes not from organisa-
tions but from government attitudes. The
Soviet and Arab governments are the worst
offenders where Jews are concerned, and not
only Jews. A government unwilling to give
minorities elementary rights can hardly be
expected to operate more sophisticated legis-
lation. It is heartening that the Secretary-
General, U Thant, has been requested to
watch developments and report on progress.
Of course, those countries which practise dis-
crimination may cry that this is an infringe-
ment of their sovereignty. But only in this
way can the Assembly ensure that human
rights are really forwarded. The U.N. decision
coincides with the final stages of Britain's
Race Relations Bill. Opinions are bound to
differ here both over the value of the Bill as
such and the need lor one lit alL The measure
represents the balance between those who
wanted much more and those who wanted less.
Be that as it may, the fact is, as Jewish experi-
ence has amply proven, that in Britain racial
or religious minorities can gain advancement
and acceptance in most spheres and that dis-
crimination is marginal. In Britain all prob-
lems can be solved, provided they are tackled
with common sense, good will and patience.
The Race Relations Bill, whether one approves
of it or not, reflects good will and the Govern-
ment's own freedom from discriminatory
attitudes. -

NEED FOR VOLUNTEERS
The proposal made at the conference of the

Association erf Jewish Social Workers to estab-
lish a training scheme for voluntary recruits
is a sound one. It will put the teal of the
volunteers available to better use. It will
maktt tbe few go a longer way, but the
shortage of volunteers, which was etophasised
by almost everyone who spoke at the confer-
ence, win persist Part of the shortage may
be due to the belief common among young
people that social work is an activity of the
social 41Ue. If this was ever true, it is certainly
not true now. One needs help from every
available source, but especially from the
young, for their very youthfulness is their
greatest asset Among the many afflictions
of old age is the fact that one is so often left
to the company of the aged or, even worse,
to the company of oneself. Here is an open-
ing which requires neither experience nor
money, nothing, in fact, but a cheerful face
and a sympathetic ear. A visit from the
young to the pld can make an endless week
seem much shorter. In addition, there is, of
course, the service which can be given to the

oung, for they need more guidance and]r< _ __ „

eadership in today's inrrfaaingfy perplexing

University students and Orthodoxy
SIB,—I refer to Mr. David Pearl's

letter of last week.
For what I hope will be the last

time, I strongly deny that Jewish
student societies are dominated by
the Orthodox.

Mr. Pearl mentions Manchester,
Cambridge and the eighteen Lon-
don Jewish societies as examples
of Orthodox-dominated societies. I
am sure that if he knew the officers
of these societies and their pro-
grammes for the coming year be
would retract his remarks.

What all your correspondents on
this matter fail to realise is that
the student population changes
every three years and the students,
ideas and situations of three years
ago are not those of today.

Jewish societies today are not
dominated by any one section of
Jewish opinion, and anybody who

Obadiah discovery
SIR,—Mr. M. Schmelczer, the

librarian of the Jewish Theological
Seminary, New York, wrote in
your issue of October 15 that he
first ordered the making of repro-
ductions of musical manuscript
EN A 4096b for Dr. A. Scheiber on
December 3, 1964.

This was just one week before
I myself requested ultra-violet
photographs of the manuscript
from the librarian and it makes
the coincidence more remarkable
than ever.

And hardly less puzzling. For
if Mr. Schmelczer first ordered
reproductions of the manuscript
from the New York Public Library
on December 3, they could hardly
have been prepared and finally
received by t>r. Scheiber in Buda-
pest before the middle of that
month.

Yet on December 19—nine days,
that is, after I first ordered
ultra-violet photographs of this
manuscript—Dr. Scheiber wrote me
a letter to the effect that be had
already completed two articles on
the identification (one of which
was already, so he wrote, in press)
and that a Hungarian musicologist
had by that time made a new tran-
scription of tbe musical neumes—
something for which, of course,
very good photographs are essen-
tial.

Now, if photographs were first
ordered from the New York Public
Library on December 3—and for
this we must now take Mr. Schmelc-
zcr's word—how could all of this
research have been done by Dr.
Scheiber and his colleague in
Budapest by December 19 ?

In short I am more baffled now
by the amazing coincidence of this
discovery than I was before.

(Dr.) NOKMAN GOLB,
Department of Oriental

Languages and Civilisations.
The University of Chicago,

Chicago 37, Illinois.

Lavish appeals
SIR,—If Mrs. S. Selwyn (October

29 issue) is opposed to assistance
being given to Israel by British
Jewry, words fail me !

Of course, thfcre are many
deserving charities in this country,
but I should like Mrs. Selwyn to
try to understand that there is
nothing wrong with our sense of
priorities. Site should cast her
mind back to tho$e dark days when
many thousands of Jewish refugees
.were pouring into Israel from
Europe and to say to herself:44 There, but for the grace of God,
go L"

If Mrs., ^Setwyn considers that
charities working for Israel
t much money on advertis-

I t k h h tb
v uch money on advertis
ing, then I must ask her how tbe
urgently seeded money can other-
wise be raised.

At my own organisation the
entire staff consists of two people.

DCSMOND A. HA*T,
Executive Director, Friends

of Uagen David Adorn.
1/2 Hanover Street W l

NEXT WEEK
• An SSffefflBCBt Of
week's Cteaeni Beetles in
Israel, geertMy tfce m*t
eraetal tn the history ef
the State, ky mat eerre-
•perttnt la Tel Aviv.

claims that they are is basing him-
self on the prejudices of another
period.

Mr. Pearl alleges that student
officers are self-satisfied and com-
placent about the problem of the
non-affiliated. As a former officer
himself he knows full well that
more time and effort are spent on
discussing programmes, member-
ship and the general problem ̂ o£-~
attracting interest than on any
other topic.

Every student officer I have
spoken to is concerned with this
problem and the fact that all
societies this year have reported
increased membership and interest,
resulting in an I.U.J.F. member-
ship of over 2.000, testifies to the
improvement that has taken place.

No one has ever suggested that
problems do not exist and the
Jewish student leaders have never
* congratulated themselves " in •
dealing with this topic. The fact
that they are "getting on with the
job " in a far more practical way
than any of your correspondents
appreciates causes them to resent
some of the comments that have
appeared in your columns in the
past few weeks.

LESLIE WAGNER,
Chairman, Inter University

Jewish Federation.
1 Endsleigh Street, W.C.I.

Support for U.N.
SIR,—May I congratulate you on

your editorial (October 22) on
United Nations Day and share with
you the regret that there is not
greater Jewish participation in the
bodies (notably the United Nations
Association) which endeavour to
promote the ideals of the U.N.

Although the Board of Deputies,
the Zionist Federation and others
are represented on the Council of
International Co-operation Year—
on which I am the Z.F. representa-
tive—the spirit of the U.N. has not
made that impact on the com-
munity that it should have done.

It is time that the community
(and perhaps some of its leaders)
realised that to Jews, as you rightly
say, the U.N. ideal embodies much
of the inherent essentials ot^
Judaism and that the U.N. has par-
ticular significance to us.

SIDNEY L. SHIPTON,
Hon. Vice-President,

Hendon V.N.A.
Bonheur,

46 Brent Street, N.W.4.
SIR,—Your leader on United

Nations Day does less than full jus-
tice to the Anglo-Jewish religious
establishment

The Chief Rabbinate, under
Rabbi Dr. Israel Brodie, was
responsible for the commissioning
oi a special booklet on the Jewish
attitude to the United Nations,
which was executed by Dayan Dr.
M. Lew. :

As a result, when the British
Section of the World Jewish Con-
gress wished to have a suitable
booklet for Jewish schoolchildren,
to mark the 15th anniversary of
the adoption of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, two
years ago, it invited Dayan Lew to
write a small booklet on the
subject which appeared in our

Jewish Topics of Today " series,
under the title "Jew* Human
Rights and the United Nations."

JACX BAENETT,
Organising Secretary, World
Jewish Congress {British

Section). "
55 New Cavendish Street W.I.

Sim,—The points made In your
leader on United Nations Day were
worth making.

In order to make Jews more
aware of their responsibility in the
support of the United Nation* and
the strengthening oi its principles,
tbe World Union for Progressive
Judaism imitated, a Jew years
ago, a World ffetan Petce Festival,
which Recurs tbe Sabbath before
United Nation* Day.
_ In oar synagogues during this
Sabbath suppfcmeatary prayers
are said tor the Coiled Nations
Organisation and its efforts
towards accomplishing world
peace «***,cooperation. These
prayers will be included in our
new prayer book.

Copies of these prayers are
available to anyone on request.

WHAT'S IN A NAME? By Joseph
Witriol

The Levy* and the Cohens, the Lewins
and the Owens, in fact all Jewish names,
ancient or modern, have a rich history.

SOME Jews are born with
distinctively Jewish family
names. Such are the

Cohens and the Levys, the latter
tribe subsuming the Levins and
the Levines.

Some are born with family
names Jewish only in the sense
that they were compulsorily
assumed by their forebears on
the Continent Of these are the
Rosenblooms and the Gold-
steins, the Potashes and the
Perlmutters.

Others have thrust aside their
Jewish family names, of either
category, to experience a
nominal rebirth as Curzons or
Lawrences, etc.

Originally, of course, Jews
were known simply—as they
still are in the synagogue—by
their "name in Israel" plus
their father's name.

Patronymic

From this it was but a short
step to the formation of
patronymic family names, either
the father's name tout court—
David, Israel, Abraham—or the
father's name plus a suffix—
Davids, Davidson, Hyams,
Hyamson (son of Chaim)—or
some other modification of the
father's name—Mindel (from
Mendel, hypocoristic form of
Menachem), Braham (aphetic
form of Abraham).

Many names are occupational.
The rabbi appears as Rabbino-
witz, the chazan as Kantorowicz
or Singer, the teacher as Lehr-
man, the cobbler as Sinister (in
the Hebrew form as Sandier),
the shochet as Schechter, the
butcher as Metzger, the joiner
as Stoller (from the Polish)

Ledermann dealt in leather,
Zuckermann in sugar, Kramer
was a small shopkeeper, Kessler
a tinker, Wechsler a money-
changer, Schneider a tailor.

Other names are
cal

derived from family signs, the
best known example being
Rothschild, from the red shield
displayed in the Judengasse of
Frankfurt.

We read of a family by the*
name of Kahn (ex fcohn,
" Cohen ") which had a Kahn or
boat as its house sign. From
the Kahns are descended the
Schiffs (ships)—as late as 1750
one of them signed" himself
Benedict Sohn Aberle Schiff
Kahn.

Rappoport derives from the
sign of a rabe or raven, com-
bined with Porto in Italy,
whither the family migrated.
(But another etymology has
been suggested: Heb. Rofe,
doctor, plus Porto.) And finally,
many surnames are derived
from women's names. Exam-
gl es : Mirkin from Miriam,

haikin from Chayye, Lipman
from Iiebe, Gitteunan from
GitteL

When, therefore, it became
obligatory for Jews to be
registered under family names
(as when Joseph II, Emperor of
Austria-Hungary, issued decrees
to this effect in 1785 and 1787),
there were many who had no

difficulty in complying, since
they were already possessed of
a cognomen in one of the cate-
gories mentioned: patronymic,
occupational, geographical,
descriptive, animal, heraldic,
matriarchal.

Where, however, it became
necessary to assume a family
name (perhaps because there
was a plethora of Abrahamsons
and Isaacsons and Jacobsons)
the Austrian officials were ready
to supply one—at a price.

Top of the pops were names
derived from flowers and gems,
and for a handsome considera-
tion you could be a Rose. Ross,
Rosenfeld, or a Liliental or a
Lilienblum.

More exotic

Perhaps you preferred jewel-
lery and precious metals. You
could opt for Diamant, Rubin
(the choice of which may have
been influenced by the name
Reuben), Gold, Silber.

If you weren't in the big
money you would have to make
do with being a tree or a stone
or a field or iron: Baum (in the
choice of which the initials of
Ben Meir may have been a
factor), Stein, Feld, Eisen.

At best you might hope for
something a little more exotic :
Bernstein (amber), Feuerstein
(flint), Mandelbaum (almond

tree)—perhaps this last came in
the top quality price range, the
"Mandel" no doubt being the
inspiration of some " Menachem
Mendel/'

If you couldn't or wouldn't
pay up, then you were saddled
with Frosch (frog), or even
Froschwalg (frog's spawn) or
Nierenstein (kidney stone), or
Grllnspan (verdigris)—to name
only some of the less offensive.
Incidentally, Katzenellenbogen,
(cat's elbow) and its by-forms—
Ellenbogen, Katzenelson, Nel-
son (!)—is not one of these
"imposed" names, but is
geographical, deriving from
Katzenelnbogen in Germany.

Katz, as is well known, is
formed from the initials of
Kohen Tzedek, priest of
righteousness. Similarly, Segal
stands for Segan Leviyyah,
assistant in performing the
offices of a Levite, while Sachs,
a name given to descendants of
those martyred " for the sancti-
fication of the Name " is a con-
traction of Zera Kodesh, holy
seed.

Shalit is formed from the
Initials of sheyichyeh Vorech
yamim tovim, may he live a long
and happy life. Ash could be
a contraction of Eisenstadt or
Amsterdam or the Altschule in
Prague.

No one, I think, would blame
those afflicted with names like

Ochsenschwanz (which may be
charitably translated as oxtail),
Galgenstrick (gallows rope),
Wanzenknicker (bug swatter),
for shedding these sobriquets
at the earliest possible moment.

Granting, however, that the
name a man chooses to call him*
self is his own affair (subject to
any justifiable restrictions
which may be imposed by the
State), it seems a matter for
regret when Cohens and Levys,
the bearers of ancient and
honourable names, surrender
their birthright.

Handicap

It would be unrealistic to
deny that a " Jewish " name can
be a handicap in certain fields.
If a Jew, more fortunate than
the Ethiopian, can better him-
self by changing his name, it is
not he who should be blamed
for so doing, but the society
which compels him, if he is to
succeed to the full measure of
his abilities, to mask his Jewish-
ness.

What does seem odd is to find
this masking taking place in
spheres—the Jewish communal
and educational worlds—where
one would have thought it com*
pletely unnecessary. And how
one's heart warms to a Grodzin-
ski, a Bronowski, a Karminski.

HERMAN IN
WALES

THERE have been important
Welsh artists in the past

-Augustus John and
James Dickson Innes, for

Brodie, Braude, Brodetsky instance, and most famous of all
from Brody in Poland ; Ber- the eighteenth-century father of
lm-er. Hamburg-er, Prac-er, English landscape Minting.
Warahawsky; Laski from Lask m,**-* wn^n iRMf JSXn fwi

Jn Poland, Auerbach (Urbach,
Orbach) from the place of that
name in Germany, Heilpern
(Halpern) from Hefibronn, andp) nn, and
Lipschitz from LeobschQtz in
Germany. Deutsch, Deutscher
came from Germany; Frank,
Fraenkel from France.

Personal attributes account
for other surnames. Schwarz-
bart had a black beard; Fromm,
in an age when all were pious
(fromm) must have been excep-
tionally so; Friedman was a
disciple of Aaron, " loving peace
and pursuing peace."

Family signs

Grossman stood head and
shoulders above his fellow-men,
Klein or Kleinman was below

has never been a
like the

Scottish or Norwich schools, or,
for that matter, the Irish.

Since the last war a cohesive
group of Welsh painters have

By Charles
S- Spencer

one of Herman's greatest
friends.

At this time Herman9!
were distinctly Chagallian
character, full of nostalgia for
the Yiddish life of Jewish Poland
where his father was a cobbler.
In lonely exile, so to spe&k, he
re-created the involvement and
warmth of his childhood. But
this was not to be the style or
manner which fully expressed
his artistic personality or was
to win him fame.

In 1943 he left Glasgow for
London, and a year later paid his
first visit to Wales. In a mining
village with the impossible name
of Ystradgynlais he found his
artistic Mecca and stayed there
for ten years.

Even now he retains his studio
In the village and returns
periodically. As he once said,
r'The serene simplicity of life
here, the grandeur of landscape
with slag tips leaning against
sullen sides and the monumental
appearance of man and woman

Herman: a landscape

apperace
emerged and they themselves ?}j*7 Pagination * work at
l i t t t J i h f

g y
always point to two Jewish refuaverage, height. Freffich was a gee ar&tl Josef Herman and

cheerful chappie, Edelman a .
noble character. In this cate- of the na
^ory come the * colour M names:

iwara (Polish forms Cxerny,

as the progenitors «cularly to that
al movement

Herman, in particular, has

When Jacob called bis tons
together t* *ive than his blest*
ing (Gen. m be likened them,

*&-lS&&tL* ******

si
1938. There the art of the great

pnuosopny, e y, y,
sombre manner with which he

Joh*'* Wood Roed,

the names
Nsphtali-Hirseh (stag—44 Naph-
talf is a hind tet looaef) and
the names Hint, Ben (the Upper
German dialectal forms of
xuFvcBj* iieruL ticrzi \ sen*
jainin-Wolf * C* Benjamin rave*
neth as a wolf "), whence Wolf-
son and Staff (from Heb. Ze'ev).

Jewish surnames are

once.
In Wales, perhaps, and par-

- - - - may
have found a tight little com*
munity on which he could graft
imaginatively, as a kind of sub*
stitute for his native Jewish com-
munity in Poland* The natural
dignity of the poor Welsh, the
warmth of family life, the inten-
sity of their religious beliefs,
the love of music and poetry—
Qualities closer to impoverished
Jews than any others to be
found in these islands appealed
to~

stranger here/ I was told the
very day I arrived."

What Herman created from
his experience and contact with
this warm, poetic, Welsh human-
ity, was tne results of an artist
of remarkable rifts meeting an
ideal subject The hundreds of
paintings he did are sombre,
dark compositions, to smoulder-
tog colours — bronze reds,
orange. They depict miners to
the pits or to the village square;

Siuat, heavy figures which,
though not Individual por-

traits, have a moving humanity
and a monumental universality.

Hitman dignity

Burgundian peasants

his experience,
At the outbreak of war he left

for France and in 1940 went to
Scotland. At that time, it win
be recalled, many Free Polish
soldkn settled ia Scotland,
among them the famous Jewish
artist Jankel Adler, who became

In a moving essay, " A Welsh
u» Herman him*
Similar are also

troubles and joys. What
happens today to one happens
tomorrow to another. There is a
sincere concern in each other's
lives, and duties become habits.
If en must rive each other a
hand. Familiarity breaks the

In all these paintings one is
aware of the artist's deep con*
,cern for human dignity. It is
not the pit of the village which
is important, it is their relation-
ship to the human beings who
inhabit the landscape.

A characteristic of these
paintings is the isolation of each
human form, as though under*
lining the singleness of the
human personality, the untrans-
latable Inner quality of experi-
ence, although at the same time
Herman shows us that the
relationship of man to man, of
man to earth, of man to his
native roots are significant.

ice of strangeness, * You're no In appearance, with ids round

rosy cheeks, youthful smile and
small rotund figure, Herman is
a Peter Pan character. He must
have been a strange visitor to
the heavy formal welsh. While
they provided the means
whereby he found his artistic
soul, they also helped a recon-
ciliation with his own roots.

" My home was Yiddish-speak*
ing," he once told me." However,

Sowing up with a mistrust of
eir backgrounds and homes,

most youths I knew were Polish
speaking. We felt awkward and
shy when we listened to our
Yiddish-speaking elders." This
led to a revolt against Jewish
life and traditions.

In later life he yearned for
the warmth and intensity of this
life and found it in Yiddish
literature and in the Welsh vil-
lage of his adoption.

Since leaving Wales, Herman
has travelled widely throughout
Europe and has been in Israel.
Everywhere he has drawn and
painted, instilling his view of
the dignity of labour and the
human condition on whatever he
depicts.

Now one of the best-known
British artists, he has held an
important retrospective exhibi-
tion at the Whitechapel Art
Gallery and is represented at the
Tate Gallery and in many
national collections.

Mere litters ta »agt «*

',.,T.'Jr.J
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